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An explicit formula for the radial part of matrix coefficients of the discrete series
of Gel’fandKirillov dimension 5 of the special unitary group SU(2, 2) of index
(2+, 2&), is obtained in terms of Gaussian hypergeometric functions plus some
formulae of binomial coefficients.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
When one wants to have deep arithmetic results in the theory of
automorphic forms, it is necessary to have effectively computable results
locally at each places of a number field. Especially at the archimedean
places, we need some detailed results on the real harmonic analysis of real
Lie groups of higher rank in general.
The beautiful formulae for the higher rank Lie groups in the literature
found by the specialists of the representation theory are formulated tacitly
to avoid or to conceal certain combinatorial complexity. They are
described uniformly in terms of standard integrals with respect to the
standard decompositions (of type Cartan, Iwasawa, etc.) of the groups and
in terms of root systems.
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These formulae are general. But from the opposite viewpoint, they have
a decisive defect that they do not reflect the peculiarity of each Lie group,
and the formulae are sometimes not effectively computable. Therefore if
one wants to have more detailed and computable results for some groups
beyond general treatment in the literature, one has to face directly to the
combinatorial complexity.
Meanwhile it seems that even among the discrete series representations
with the same infinitesimal character, the complexity of their matrix coef-
ficients as functions on the Lie group is quite different depending on the
‘‘largeness’’ of the representation spaces, i.e., on the Gel’fandKirillov dimension.
In this paper we want to have explicit formulae for the A-radial part of
the matrix coefficients of certain discrete series representations of SU(2, 2),
which we call the middle discrete series (Theorem 8.1).
The Gel’fandKirillov dimensions (GK-dim) of the discrete series
representations of SU(2, 2) are 4, 5 and 6 (cf. [13]). The representations
with GK-dim=4 are highest weight modules, and are usually called
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic discrete series. Those with GK-dim=6
are called large by Kostant and Vogan [9]; the representations of this type
have Whittaker model. The case GK-dim=5 is our target of investigation.
Since the (g, K)-cohomology groups of these representation (?, H ) also
contribute to the middle ( p, q)-type
H (2, 2)(g, K, HF*)&HomK (2 p+ 2 p& , HF*)
with F a finite dimensional representation of SU(2, 2) whose infinitesimal
character is the same as that of ?, we call them the middle discrete series.
Our main result, Theorem 8.1, is an explicit formula for the A-radial part
of the matrix coefficients of these middle discrete representations with mini-
mal K-types, in terms of Gaussian hypergeometric series and some involved
expressions of binomial coefficients.
The method of proof is to solve the holonomic system for these matrix
coefficients with minimal K-types, obtained by the right hand and the left
hand Schmid operators. This holonomic system is a rather complicated
system of difference-differential equations. We solve this starting from the
peripheral entries in the ‘‘difference part’’ of the system. These peripheral
entries satisfy the Gaussian hypergeometric equation. This enable us to
split the part of differential equations in the system from the difference
equations. Thus the problem is reduced to a combinatorial problem of the
difference equations for numbers.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1, we review the basic results on SU(2, 2). Notations used
here are the same as in [24].
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In Section 2, we introduce the matrix coefficients of representations,
explain generalities about Schmid’s differential operators and describe their
A-radial part.
In Section 3, investigating the operators precisely, we deduce the system
of differential equations which the matrix coefficients should satisfy
(Lemma 3.5). Since out task is to solve them and give an explicit formula
of those functions, we rewrite them into another form easier to handle.
The solution of this holonomic system is obtained in the subsequent four
sections (Sections 47). Each section is devoted to some kind reduction of
this system.
In Section 4, we show that by taking an adequate coordinates on A, our
holonomic system is reduced to a system of difference-differential equations
of one variable (separation of variables).
In Section 5, we first turn our attention to the peripheral entries. These
satisfy Gaussian hypergeometric equations (Lemmas 5.1, 5.2) and the
regularity condition at the unit of A determines the solutions uniquely.
Together with the (inductive) equations in Section 3, this implies that our
holonomic system for the matrix coefficient with minimal K-type is of rank
2, since the peripheral entries determine all the other entries; though we do
not use this fact explicitly.
In Section 6, we prove that the general entries are written in the form
(Proposition 6.1)
: (polynomial in &z+(t)) } 8.
Here 8’s are shifts of the hypergeometric functions representing the
peripheral entries.
Then the differential equations are translated to the difference equations
among those polynomials (Corollary 6.1). Though the expression might not
be unique, the existence of the non-zero solution of the equation yields an
explicit formula of the matrix coefficients.
In Section 7, to solve the difference equation, we prepare sufficiently
many combinatorial formulae related to the coefficients of the above
(&z+)-polynomials. Then we can construct the solution (Proposition 7.1).
Finally in Section 8, we collect all the reduction steps in the previous
four sections together to build the main theorem.
This result was announced in [5].
1. THE GROUP SU(2, 2) AND ITS DISCRETE SERIES
In this section, we recall the minimal facts on the discrete series represen-
tations of SU(2, 2) used in this paper. Some of the details discussed in the
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previous papers [24] or in the literature [11] are omitted. For gene-
ralities known about discrete series of semisimple Lie groups, we refer
to [6, Chap. IX].
1.1. Structure of SU(2, 2) and Its Lie Algebra
Let G be the non-compact real unitary group SU(2, 2) of signature (2+,
2&) realized as
G=[g # SL4(C) | g*I2, 2 g=I2, 2], I2, 2=diag(1, 1, &1, &1),
where g*= tg denotes the adjoint of g. Let U(n) be the unitary group of
degree n. Take a maximal compact subgroup K=G & U(4)=S(U(2)_
U(2)). We denote by g, k the Lie algebras of G, K, respectively. Let
%(X )=&tX be a Cartan involution and g=k+p the Cartan decomposi-
tion of g with respect to %.
We set a=RH1+RH2 with H1=X23+X32 , H2=X14+X41 , where the
Xij ’s are elementary matrices given by
Xij=($ip $jq)1p, q4 with Kronecker’s delta $ ip .
Then a is a maximally R-split abelian subalgebra of g contained in p and
the restricted root system 2=2(g, a) is expressed as
2=2(g, a)=[\*1\*2 , \2*1 , \2*2],
where *j is the dual of H j . It is a system of type C2 . We also denote a
nilpotent subalgebra by n=; # 2+ g; for a positive system 2+. One
obtains G=NAK, the Iwasawa decomposition of G, with A=exp a, N=
exp n.
1.2. Parametrization of the Discrete Series
The discrete series of SU(2, 2) is parametrized as follows. Take a com-
pact Cartan subalgebra t defined by
t=R - &1 h1+R - &1 h2+R - &1 I2, 2
with h1=X11&X22 , h2=X33&X44 and let tC be its complexification. Then
the absolute root system, of type A3 , is given by
2 =2 (gC , tC)=[[\2, 0; 0], [0, \2; 0], [\1, \1; \2] ],
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where ;=[r, s; u] means r=;(h1), s=;(h2) and u=;(I2, 2). We fix a set
of compact positive roots 2 +c =[[2, 0; 0], [0, 2; 0]] hereafter. The Weyl
group W =W (gC , tC) is generated by _1 , _2 , _3 where
_1[r, s; u]=[&r, s; u],
_2[r, s; u]=[(r&s+u)2, (&r+s+u)2; r+s],
_3[r, s; u]=[r, &s; u].
We identify W with the symmetric group S4 of degree 4 by the map:
_j [ ( j, j+1). The compact Weyl group is given by W c=(_1 , _3) , It is
canonically identified with the subgroup S2_S2 . We also fix the action of
W to the root vectors Xij by _(Xij)=X_(i ) _( j ) via the identification. Put
also _$1=_1_3 , _$2=_2_1 _3 _2 _3 _1 , _$3=_$1 _$2 . Then W 0=[1, _$1 , _$2 , _$3 ]
stabilizes both a and pC .
There are exactly six positive systems 2 +I , 2
+
II , ..., 2
+
VI containing 2
+
c ,
defined by 2 +J =wJ2
+, where
2 +=[[2, 0; 0], [0, 2; 0], [\1, \1; 2]]
and the elements wJ # W are given by
wI=1, wII=_2 , wIII=_2 _3 , wIV=_2 _1 , wV=_2_3_1 , wVI=_2 _1_3_2 .
We denote by 2 +J, n the non-compact positive roots in 2
+
J .
By definition, the space of the HarishChandra parameters 5c is given
by
5c=[4 # t*C | 4 is 2 -regular, K-analytically integral and 2
+
c -dominant].
Put 5J=[4 # 5c | 2 +J -dominant]. We also put \G, J=2
&1 ; # 2 +J ;, \c=
2&1 ; # 2 c+ ; and \J, n=2
&1 ; # 2 +J, n ; the half sum of positive roots, the
half sum of compact positive roots and the the half sum of non-compact
positive roots, respectively. The space 5c /t*C are divided into six parts:
5c=IJVI 5J . For 4 # 5c , we denote the corresponding discrete series
by ?4 . We say that ?4 is the middle discrete series representation if
4 # 5III _ 5IV . Particularly in this case, we have
2+III=[[1, \1; \2]], \III, n=[2, 0; 0],
2+IV=[[\1, 1; \2]], \IV, n=[0, 2; 0].
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1.3. Representations of the Maximal Compact Subgroup
Let K be the equivalence class of the irreducible continuous representa-
tions of K. Let d1 , d2 # Z0 and d3 # Z. For d=[d1 , d2 ; d3] # t*C , define
({d , Vd) # K by the following rule ( j=1, 2):
{d (h j) f (d )k1 k2=(2kj&dj) f
(d )
k1 k2 , {d (I2, 2) f
(d )
k1 k2=d3 f
(d)
k1 k2 , (1)
{d (e j+) f
(d )
k1 k2=(dj&kj) f
(d )
k1+$1 j , k2+$2 j , {d (e
j
&) f
(d )
k1 k2 =kj f
(d )
k1&$1 j , k2&$2 j .
Here, [ f (d )k1 k2 | 0k jdj ] is the standard basis (see [2, Sect. 3]) and
h1, h2, e1+=X12 , e
2
+=X34 , e
j
&=
te j+
are the generators of kC . For later use, we put
Z13=2&1(I2, 2+h1&h2), Z24=2&1(I2, 2&h1+h2). (2)
According to [2, Proposition 3.1], K is exhausted by
[({d , Vd) | d=[d1 , d2 ; d3], d1+d2+d3 is even].
The adjoint representation Ad=AdpC of K on pC is decomposed into a
direct sum of two irreducible subrepresentations: pC=p++p& , where,
p+=CX13+CX14+CX23+CX24 , p&= tp+ .
In fact, Ad\=Ad|p\ is isomorphic to {[1, 1; \2] , respectively. For later use,
we fix the K-isomorphisms @\ : p\  V[1, 1; \2] (write fkl= f [1, 1; \2]kl ):
@+: (X23 , X13 , X24 , X14) [ ( f00 , f10 , &f01 , &f11),
@&: (X41 , X31 , X42 , X32) [ ( f00 , f01 , &f10 , &f11) [2, Proposition 3.10].
The irreducible decomposition of kC -module Vd pC is given as
Vd pC=Vd p+ Vd p& ,
Vd p\ & 
=1, =2 # [\1]
V[r+=1 , s+=2 ; u\2] . (3)
Therefore for ==(=1 , =2), =j # [\1] the projectors
P=rs : Vd p+  V[r+=1 , s+=2 ; u+2] , P
=
rs : Vd p&  V[r+=1 , s+=2 ; u&2] ,
(4)
are uniquely determined up to constant and are explicitly given by [2,
Lemma 3.12].
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1.4. K-Types of the Middle Discrete Series Representations
Let ?4 be the discrete series representation of G with HarishChandra
parameter 4 # 5J . Then the Blatter parameter of ?4 becomes *=4+
\G, J&2\c . In the following we put d=[r, s; u].
If 4 # 5III (resp. 5IV), then the K-types {* of ?4 are parametrized by
[r, s; u] with r>s+2+|u|, r # Z>0 , s # Z0 , r+s+u # 2Z,
(resp. [r, s; u] with s>r+2+|u|, r # Z0 , s # Z>0 , r+s+u # 2Z).
It is an immediate consequence of the Blattner formula proved by Hecht
Schmid.
2. SCHMID’S DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
In this section, we first review the matrix coefficients and then compute
the general form of A-radial part of Schmid’s differential operators.
2.1. ({, {*)-Matrix Coefficient of the Middle Discrete Series
Let (?4 , H4) be a middle discrete series representation, and ({d , Vd) its
minimal K-type. Put d=[r, s; u]. Then the contragredient representation
{d* of {d is isomorphic to {d* with d*=[r, s; &u]. We identify the
representation spaces Vd , V d* with their unique images in H4 , H*4 respec-
tively. Then the matrix coefficient of ? is defined by
(?4(g) v*, w*)
for v # Vd* , w # Vd identifying V*d* with Vd . Consider a more convenient
vector-valued function:
84(g)= :
v, w
(?4(g) v*, w*) wv.
Here [w] (resp. [v]) runs a basis of Vd (resp. Vd*) and [w*] (resp. [v*])
is its dual basis. Then we find that 84 belongs to the function space
C d, d*(K"GK )
=[,: G  Vd Vd* | ,(k1gk2)={d (k1){d*(k&12 ) } ,(g), kj # K].
In the following, we choose standard bases for computation. For simplicity
we write the index M=(i, j; k, l ) and coefficients cM (g)=(?4(g) f *kl , f *ij)
where [ fij= f [r, s; u]ij ] ij and [ fkl= f
[r, s; &u]
kl ]kl are standard bases (Section
1.3) of Vd , Vd* , respectively.
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We remark that cM (g) is determined uniquely by its restriction to A, due
to the Cartan decomposition G=KAK.
Define C d (K"G ) and C

d*(GK ) in an obvious way. We can construct
two intertwining operators 8R4 , 8
L
4 using the matrix coefficients,
8R4 # Hom(g, K )(?4 , C

d (K"G )),
8L4 # Hom(g, K )(?*4 , C

d*(GK )),
by
8R4(v)(g) =:
ij
(?(g) v, f *ij) fij , (v # Vd)
8L4(w*)(g)=:
kl
( f *kl , ?*(g
&1) w*) fkl (w* # Vd*).
If we put
8R4, d (g)=:
kl
8R4( f *kl)(g) fkl , 8
L
4, d (g)=:
ij
f ij 8L4( f *ij)(g),
then 8R4, d (g) and 8
L
4, d (g) are identical to 84(g).
2.2. The Schmid Operator
Let {d1 , {d2 be representations of K. For ,(g) # C

d1, d2(K"GK ) and
orthonormal basis [Xk] of p, define
{Rd1, d2 ,(g)=:
k
RXk ,(g)Xk ,
{Ld1, d2 ,(g)=:
k
Xk LXk ,(g).
Here RX , (resp. LX) is a right (resp. left) differentiation. Put D (J), Rd1, d2 =
P(J )d2 b {
R
d1, d2 , D
(J ), L
d1, d2 =P
(J )
d1 b {
L
d1, d2 with the projectors
P (J )d : Vd pC  V &d = 
; # 2 +n, J
Vd&; ,
which are called the Schmid operators. Then because of irreducibility of ?4
(4 # 5J), one has
Hom(g, K )(?4 , C {d (K"G)) /ker (D
(J ), R
d, d* ),
(5)
Hom(g, K )(?*4 , C

{d*(GK))/ker (D
(J ), L
d, d* ),
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where d is the Blattner parameter of ?4 . It is indeed an isomorphism
([11]), though we will not need this.
In Section 3, we will determine these kernel space by solving differential
equations.
2.3. Hyperbolic Functions on A
We put ai=exp(ti) for the element a=exp(t1H1+t2H2) of the R-split
torus A, We use for notation the following symbols:
sh(aj)=(aj&a&1j )2, ch(a j)=(aj+a
&1
j )2, cth(aj)=ch(aj)sh(a j),
D=D(a)=D(a1 , a2)=sh(a21)&sh(a
2
2), j=aj

a j
( j=1, 2).
2.4. The Radial Part of the Schmid Operator
We see that {LR is also decomposed into {LR+ +{
LR
& along the decom-
position pC=p++p& (see [2, Section 6]).
Proposition 2.1. Let {RL\ be the Schmid operators and \A({
RL
\ ) their
restriction to A. Put {={d and {(* )\={(* )Ad\ . Then, we have
\A({R+) ,
=
1
2 \1&sh(a21)&1 {(Z13)&cth(a21) {*+(Z13)+2 cth(a21)+
2
D
sh(a21)+ (,X13)
+
1
2\2&sh(a22)&1{(Z24)&cth(a22){*+(Z24)+2cth(a22)&
2
D
sh(a22)+ (,X24)
+
1
D
(ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e1&)+sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e
2
&)+sh(a2) ch(a2) {*+(e
1
&)
+sh(a1) ch(a1) {*+(e
2
&))(,X14)
&
1
D
(sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e1+)+ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e
2
+)+sh(a1) ch(a1) {*+(e
1
+)
+sh(a2) ch(a2) {*+(e
2
+))(,X23),
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\A({R&) ,
=
1
2\1+sh(a21)&1{(Z13)+cth(a21){*&(Z13)+2cth(a21)+
2
D
sh(a21)+ (,X31)
+
1
2\2+sh(a22)&1{(Z24)+cth(a22){*&(Z24)+2cth(a22)&
2
D
sh(a22)+ (,X42)
&
1
D
(ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e1+)+sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e
2
+)+sh(a2) ch(a2) {*&(e
1
+)
+sh(a1) ch(a1) {*&(e
2
+))(,X41)
+
1
D
(sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e1&)+ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e
2
&)+sh(a1) ch(a1) {*&(e
1
&)
+sh(a2) ch(a2) {*&(e
2
&))(,X32),
\A({L+) ,
=&
1
2 \1&sh(a21)&1 {*(Z13)&cth(a21) {+(Z13)
+2 cth(a21)+
2
D
sh(a21)+ (,X13)
&
1
2 \2&sh(a22)&1 {*(Z24)&cth(a22) {+(Z24)
+2 cth(a22)&
2
D
sh(a22)+ (,X24)
&
1
D
(ch(a1) sh(a2) {*(e1&)+sh(a1) ch(a2) {*(e
2
&)+sh(a2) ch(a2) {+(e
1
&)
+sh(a1) ch(a1) {+(e2&))(,X14)
+
1
D
(sh(a1) ch(a2) {*(e1+)+ch(a1) sh(a2) {*(e
2
+)+sh(a1) ch(a1) {+(e
1
+)
+sh(a2) ch(a2) {+(e2+))(,X23),
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\A({L&) ,
=&
1
2 \1+sh(a21)&1 {*(Z13)+cth(a21) {&(Z13)
+2 cth(a21)+
2
D
sh(a21)+ (,X31)
&
1
2 \2+sh(a22)&1 {*(Z24)+cth(a22) {&(Z24)
+2 cth(a22)&
2
D
sh(a22)+ (,X42)
+
1
D
(ch(a1) sh(a2) {*(e1+)+sh(a1) ch(a2) {*(e
2
+)+sh(a2) ch(a2) {&(e
1
+)
+sh(a1) ch(a1) {&(e2+))(,X41)
&
1
D
(sh(a1) ch(a2) {*(e1&)+ch(a1) sh(a2) {*(e
2
&)+sh(a1) ch(a1) {&(e
1
&)
+sh(a2) ch(a2) {&(e2&))(,X32).
Proof. Let X in p\ and X=* X(*)+XA+XK be the Iwasawa
decomposition. Decompose X(*)=X(*, &)+X(*, +) along pC+kC . Then
we see that
X=:
*
&(sh(a*))&1 Ad(a&1) X(*, +)+XA+:
*
cth(a*) X(*, +).
Applying this to RX ,(a)Y, we get
RX ,Y
=\:* R&(sh(a*))&1 Ad(a&1) X(*, +)+RXA+:* Rcth(a*) X(*, +)+ ,(a)Y
=\:* &((sh(a
*))&1 {1+cth(a*)(1{*)) X(*, +)+RXA+ ,(a)Y
=\:* &((sh(a
*))&1 {1+cth(a*)(1{*+)) X(*, +)+RXA+ (,(a)Y)
&:
*
cth(a*) ,(a) [X(*, +), Y].
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By [2, Section 6], {R+ can be written as
{R+ ,(a)= :
i=1, 2, j=3, 4
RXji ,(a)Xij .
Consider the case X=X31 . If we choose a positive system as in [2,
Sect. 2.1], then X31(&2*1 , +)=&12Z13 , X31, A=12H1 . Since [Z13 , X13]=
2X13 , we have,
RX31,(a)X13
=
1
2
(1&sh(a21)
&1 {(Z13)&cth(a21) {*+(Z13)+2 cth(a
2
1))(,(a)X13).
We also see that X42=_$3 X31 and (a1 , a2)_
$
3=(a2 , a1), therefore
RX42,(a)X24
=
1
2
(2&sh(a22)
&1 {(Z24)&cth(a22) {*+(Z24)+2 cth(a
2
2))(,(a)X24).
Next, consider the case X=X41 . Since X41(*1\*2 , +)=\e1&&e
2
& we
have,
RX41 ,(a)X14=[&((sh(a
*1+*2))&1 {+cth(a*1+*2) {*+)(e
1
&&e
2
&)
+((sh(a*1&*2))&1 {+cth(a*1&*2) {*+)(e
1
&+e
2
&)](,(a)X14)
+(cth(a*1&*2)&cth(a*1+*2)) ,(a)X24
&(cth(a*1+*2)+cth(a*1&*2)) ,(a)X13 .
Similarly, since _ $3X32=X41 , we have the formula for RX32 ,(a)X23 .
Summing up, we have the assertion for \A({R+). The formula for \A({
R
&)
is obtained by transposing the right-hand side of \A({R+). Letting a  a
&1
and {  {*, we obtain the formula for \A({L\) from corresponding ones.
3. HOLONOMIC SYSTEM FOR THE SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
The purpose of this section is to have an explicit formula of the differen-
tial equations for the elements in ker (DLR), by fixing the standard basis
of the minimal K-types. We treat the case of the middle discrete series, i.e.,
4 # 5III _ 5IV . Then the Blattner parameter d of ?4 is d=4+[1, &1; 0]
or 4+[&1, 1; 0] according to 4 # 5III or 5IV (cf. 1.4).
First we discuss the compatibility of the right and left K-actions.
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Lemma 3.1. If cM is not zero, it satisfies the condition
k1+l1+k2+l2=r+s. (6)
Proof. The centralizer of A in K is
ZK (A)=[m=diag(u, u =, u, u =) | u # C, |u|=1, ==\1].
Therefore , # C d, d*(K"GK ) satisfies
,(mam&1)=,(a), a # A, m # ZK (A),
which implies the assertion. K
Notation 3.1. (1) We consider the set
M (d )=[(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2) # Z 40 | k1 , k2r, l1 , l2s, with the condition (6)].
(2) Given d=[r, s; u], we put
b0=b0(d )=(r+s+u)2, b1=b1(d )=(r&s+u)2,
(7)
b2=b2(d )=(&r+s+u)2, b3=b3(d )=(&r&s+u)2.
(3) For M=(k1 , k2 ; l1 , l2) # M (d ), we define a shift of M by
M(a, b; c, d )=(k1+a, k2+b; l1+c, l2+d ).
We consider mainly the case a, b, c, d # [0, \1] and a+b+c+d=0.
Since
84(a)= :
M # M (d )
cM (a) f (d )k1 , l1  f
(d*)
k2 , l2 ,
the equations D (J), RLd, d* 84(a)=0 of (5) mean a system of difference-differen-
tial equations for [cM (a)]M . At first, we rewrite the operators in Proposi-
tion 2.1 in terms of these coefficient functions. Since
2 +n, III=[[1, 1; \2], [1, &1; \2]], 2
+
n, IV=[[1, 1; \2], [&1, 1; \2]],
we see from (3) and (4), that
P (III)d =P
(&, +)P(&, &) P (&, +) P (&, &),
P (IV)d =P
(+, &)P(&, &) P (+, &) P (&, &).
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Therefore each of the equations in (5) is equivalent to the four equations
obtained by each projectors.
As we readily know, the case 4 # 5IV follows from the case 4 # 5III by
interchanging (r, k1 , k2) with (s, l1 , l2). Hereafter, we concentrate on the
case of 5III , which means that we always assume r>s.
Notation 3.2. We use the abridged notation
j[t1 , t2 , t3] :=j+t1 sh(a2j )
&1+t2 cth(a2j )+t3D(a1 , a2)
&1 sh(a2j ). (8)
We begin with P(&, +) b \A({Rd, d*) 84=0.
Lemma 3.2. Let d=[r, s; u] be the Blattner parameter of ?4 , (4 # 5III).
Put D=D(a1 , a2). For each M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2) # M (d ), it follows:
(r&k2) 1[&b1&k1+l1 , b2&k2+l2 , k2&l2+1] cM
+(k2+1) 2[&b2+k1&l1 , b1+k2&l2+2, &(r&s&k2+l2&1)])
} cM(0, 0; 1, &1)&2(r&k2) D&1((l1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(0, 1; 0, &1)
+(k1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(1, 0; 0, &1) )
+2(k2+1) D&1((r&k1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+(s&l1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(0, &1; 1, 0))=0. (9)
Here we use the convention that cM=0 if M  M (d ).
Proof. For simplicity, we write P=P(&, +). We remark that for X # kC ,
Y # pC
P({*+(X) fk1, l1  fk2 , l2 Y)= fk1, l1 {[r&1, s+1; &u+2] P( fk2 , l2 Y ).
Then, using [2, Lemma 3.12], one has ({$={d $={[r&1, s+1; &u+2] , f $k2 , l2=
f (d $)k2 , l2)
P b \A({R+) 84 (a)
=:
M
(r&k2)
2
1[&{(Z13), &{$(Z13)+2, 2] cM (a) fk1, l1  f $k2 , l2
+
k2
2
2[&{(Z24), &{$(Z24)+2, &2] cM (a) fk1, l1  f $k2&1, l2+1
+(k2&r) D&1(ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e1&)+sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e
2
&)
+sh(a2) ch(a2) {$(e1&)+sh(a1) ch(a1) {$(e
2
&)) cM (a) fk1 , l1  f $k2 , l2+1
+k2D&1 (sh(a1) ch(a2) {(e1+)+ch(a1) sh(a2) {(e
2
+)
+sh(a1) ch(a1) {$(e1+)+sh(a2) ch(a2) {$(e
2
+)) cM (a) fk1, l1  f $k2&1, l2 ,
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for, Z13 , Z24 act as a scalar. If we apply (1), then
P b \A({R+) 84 (a)
=:
M
(r&k2)
2
1[&b1&k1+l1 , b2&k2+l2 , 2] cM (a) fk1, l1  f $k2 , l2
+
k2
2
2[&b2+k1&l1 , b1+k2&l2 , &2] cM (a) fk1, l1  f $k2&1, l2+1
+D&1cM (a)
} [(k2&r) ((k1 ch(a1) sh(a2) fk1&1, l1+l1sh(a1) ch(a2) fk1, l1&1) f $k2 , l2+1
+ fk1, l1  (k2 sh(a2) ch(a2) f $k2&1, l2+1+(l2+1) sh(a1) ch(a1) f $k2 , l2))
+k2 (((r&k1) sh(a1) ch(a2) fk1+1, l1
+(s&l1) ch(a1) sh(a2) fk1, l1+1) f $k2&1, l2
+ fk1, l1  ((r&k2) sh(a1) ch(a1) f $k2 , l2
+(s&l2+1) sh(a2) ch(a2) f $k2&1, l2+1)] .
Each of the coefficients of fk1, l1  f $k2 , l2 are zero, hence the assertion follows. K
Similar calculation for other P v b \A({Rv ) 84 (a)=0 shows
Lemma 3.3. For every M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2), we have the following:
(r&k2) l21[&b1&k1+l1 , b2&k2+l2 , s+k2&l2+2] cM
&(k2+1)(s&l2+1)
} 2[k1&l1&b2 , k2&l2+b1+2, k2&r&l2] cM(0, 0; 1, &1)
+2(s&l2+1)(r&k2) D(a)&1 ((l1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(0, 1; 0, &1)
+(k1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(1, 0; 0, &1) )
+2(k2+1) l2D(a)&1 ((r&k1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+(s&l1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(0, &1; 1, 0) )=0. (10)
(k2+1) 1[b1+k1&l1 , &(b2&k2+l2&2), r&s&k2+l2&1]
} cM(0, 0; 1, &1)+(r&k2) 2[b2&k1+l1 , &(b1+k2&l2), &(k2&l2+1)] cM
&2(k2+1) D(a)&1 ((s&l1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(0, &1; 1, 0)
+(r&k1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(&1, 0; 1, 0) )
+2(r&k2) D(a)&1 ((k1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(1, 0; 0, &1)
+(l1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(0, 1; 0, &1) )=0. (11)
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(k2+1)(s&l2+1) 1[b1+k1&l1 , &(b2&k2+l2&2), r&k2+l2]
} cM(0, 0; 1, &1)+(k2&r) l22[b2&k1+l1 , &(b1+k2&l2),
&(s+k2&l2+2)] cM
+2l2(k2+1) D(a)&1 ((s&l1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(0, &1; 1, 0)
+(r&k1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(&1, 0; 1, 0) )
+2(r&k2)(s&l2+1) D(a)&1 ((k1+1) sh(a1) ch(a2) cM(1, 0; 0, &1)
+(l1+1) ch(a1) sh(a2) cM(0, 1; 0, &1) )=0. (12)
Proof. As in the same way with Lemma 3.2, (10), (11), and (12) are
obtained by P(&, &) b \A({R+) 84(a)=0, P
(&, +) b \A({R&) 84(a)=0, and
P (&, &) b \A({R&) 84(a)=0, respectively. K
The above equations of the right system, together with the equations of
the left system P v b \A({Lv ) 84=0, are given in the following slightly sim-
plified form.
Lemma 3.4. For each M=(k1 , k2 ; l1 , l2) # M (d ), put
cM (a)=\ rk1+ \
s
l1+ \
r
k2+ \
s
l2+ c$M (a).
(1) If 0k1r and 0l1 , l2s, then
1[&b1&k1+l1 , b2&k2+l2 , k2+1] c$M
+D&1(l2 sh(a22) c$M(0, 0; 1, &1)+2k1 sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+2l1 ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(0, &1; 1, 0))=0 (0k2r&1), (13)
2[&b2+k1&l1 , b1+k2&l2 , k2&r&1] c$M
&D&1((s&l2) sh(a21) c$M(0, 0; &1, 1)+2(r&k1) ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(1, 0; &1, 0)
+2(s&l1) sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(0, 1; &1, 0))=0 (1k2r), (14)
1[b1+k1&l1 , &b2+k2&l2 , r&k2+1] c$M
+D&1((s&l2) sh(a22) c$M(0, 0; &1, 1)+2(r&k1) sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(1, 0; &1, 0)
+2(s&l1) ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(0, 1; &1, 0))=0 (1k2r), (15)
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2[b2&k1+l1 , &b1&k2+l2 , &k2&1] c$M
&D&1(l2 sh(a21) c$M(0, 0; 1, &1)+2k1 ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+2l1 sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(0, &1; 1, 0))=0 (0k2r&1). (16)
(2) If 0k2r and 0l1 , l2s, then
1[b2&k2+l2 , &b1&k1+l1 , k1+1] c$M
+D&1(l1 sh(a22) c$M(1, &1; 0, 0)+2k2 sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(1, 0; &1, 0)
+2l2 ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(1, 0; 0, &1))=0 (0k1r&1), (17)
2[b1+k2&l2 , &b2+k1&l1 , k1&r&1] c$M
&D&1((s&l1) sh(a21) c$M(&1, 1; 0, 0)+2(r&k2) ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+2(s&l2) sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 0, 1))=0 (1k1r), (18)
1[&b2+k2&l2 , b1+k1&l1 , r&k1+1] c$M
+D&1((s&l1) sh(a22) c$M(&1, 1; 0, 0)+2(r&k2) sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 1, 0)
+2(s&l2) ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(&1, 0; 0, 1))=0 (1k1r), (19)
2[&b1&k2+l2 , b2&k1+l1 , &k1&1] c$M
&D&1(l1 sh(a21) c$M(1, &1; 0, 0)+2k2ch(a1) sh(a2) c$M(1, 0; &1, 0)
+2l2 sh(a1) ch(a2) c$M(1, 0; 0, &1))=0 (0k1r&1). (20)
Proof. Combining (9) and (10) (resp. (11) and (12)) we have (13) or
(14) by eliminating 1cM (a) or 2cM (a) (resp. (15) or (16)). Equations
(17) to (20) come from {L, so they are obtained by replacing {*, a&1 with
{, a, respectively.
Notation 3.3. (1) For the preparation of separation of variables, we
define
p= p(a)=ch(a1) ch(a2), t=t(a)=(ch(a1)ch(a2))2,
z\(t)=(ch(a1)ch(a2)\ch(a2)ch(a1)). (21)
Put t=tt, p= pp.
(2) To cancel the zeros of cM (a) at the identity a=1, we define
cM (a)=\ rk1+ \
s
l1+ \
r
k2+ \
s
l2+
(sh(a1) sh(a2)) |s&l1&l2|
(ch(a1) ch(a2)) (r+s+2)2
c~ M (a). (22)
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Then one has
2p=cth(a1) 1+cth(a2) 2 ,
(23)
4t =cth(a1) 1&cth(a2) 2 .
The following subsystem of Lemma 3.4 rewritten in terms of p and t is
the first step toward explicit solutions.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that 0l1+l2s for M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2).
(1) If 0k2<r, then it holds
(p&l1) c~ M=l2 pc~ M(0, 0; 1, &1)+l1c~ M(0, &1; 1, 0) , (24)
z&(t)&1 } \2t+u2+(k2+1)
t+1
t&1+ c~ M+2k1c~ M(&1, 0; 1, 0)
=l2(2& pz+(t)) c~ M(0, 0; 1, &1)+l1(z+(t)&2p) c~ M(0, &1; 1, 0) . (25)
(2) If 1k2r, then it holds
[( p2&z+(t) p+1)(p+l1&s)+(s&l1&l2)(2p&z+(t)) p] c~ M
=(s&l2) pc~ M(0, 0; &1, 1)+(s&l1) c~ M(0, 1; &1, 0) . (26)
(3) If 0k1<r, then it holds
(p&l2) c~ M=l1pc~ M(1, &1; 0, 0)+l2 c~ M(1, 0; 0, &1) , (27)
z&(t)&1 } \2t&u2+(k1+1)
t+1
t&1+ c~ M+2k2 c~ M(1, 0; &1, 0)
=l1(2& pz+(t)) c~ M(1, &1; 0, 0)+l2(z+(t)&2p) c~ M(1, 0; 0, &1) . (28)
(4) If 1k1r, then it holds
[( p2&z+(t) p+1)(p+l2&s)+(s&l1&l2)(2p&z+(t)) p] c~ M (29)
=(s&l1) pc~ M(&1, 1; 0, 0)+(s&l2) c~ M(&1, 0; 0, 1) .
Proof. We note the relation
A(sh(a2j ))
&1+B cth(a2j )=
(A+B)
2
cth(aj)&
(A&B)
2
(cth(aj))&1
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and that
cth(aj) j [t1 , t2 , t3] cM=# (cth (aj) j+(:+(t1+t2)2)(cth(aj))2
&(;+(t1&t2)2)+t3 } ch(a2j ) cth(a j)D) c~ M ,
where :=s&l1&l2 , ;=(r+s+2)2 and # is the coefficient of c~ M in (22).
Then (24), (25), and (26) are obtained by addition of (13) and (16), sub-
traction of (13) and (16), and addition of (14) and (15), respectively. The
other equations are also obtained from (17), (18), (19), and (20). K
Remark 3.1. (1) We also have the other equations obtained from the
subtraction (14)(15) and (18)(19). But these two cases are omitted. We
have the unique solution without these equations.
(2) The corresponding equations for the case l1+l2s are easily
obtained by taking the unitary basis of { instead of the standard basis.
4. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES AND THE REDUCTION
TO ONE VARIABLE EQUATIONS
Because of unitarity of {, we have only to find c~ M with condition
0l1+l2s, (30)
which we assume throughout the following subsections.
Proposition 4.1. For M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2) # M (d ), c~ M (a) can be written
in the form
c~ M (a)= :
l1+l2
i=0
(&1)r&k1&l1 pl1+l2&iwM, i (t).
Proof. We proceed by induction on l1+l2 .
Suppose that l1+l2=0, i.e., l1=l2=0. By either (24) or (27) we have
p c~ (k1, 0; k2 , 0)=0,
because the condition (6) and r>s imply that k1<r or k2<r. Thus
c~ (k1, 0; k2 , 0) is independent of the variable p, that is, we may write
c~ (k1, 0; k2 , 0)(a)=(&1)
r&k1 w(k1, 0; k2 , 0), 0(t).
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Now let us consider the case l1+l2>0.
Assume that l1 {l2 . Under this condition, assume moreover k1<r or
k2<r. Consider the difference of (24) and (27). Then the left-hand side is
(l2&l1) c~ M and the right-hand side is a polynomial in p of degree l1+l2 by
the hypothesis of induction. Hence this case is settled.
Because of the (6) and the assumption (30), we can set k2=r&1 in (25),
and thus can show that c~ (k1, l1; r, l2) is also a polynomial in p of degree l1+l2 .
By setting k1=r&1 in (28), we can settle c~ (r, l1; k2 , l2) .
The remaining case is l1=l2>0.
Assume that k2<r, then we may use (26) with shifting the index
k2 [ k2+1, l1 [ l1&1. Then the left-hand side is a polynomial in p of
degree l1+l2+1 and the right-hand side reads
(s&l2) pc~ M(0, &1; 0, 1)+(s&l1+1) c~ M .
The first term is also a polynomial in p of degree l1+l2+1 by the above
argument of proof for the case l1 {l2 . Since s+1&l1 {0, c~ M is a polyno-
mial in p of degree at most l1+l2+1.
Once one can show that c~ M is a polynomial in p, then apply again (24)
to show that its degree is at most l1+l2=2l1 .
If k2=r, then k1<r. By symmetry we use (29) with index shift
k1 [ k1+1, l2 [ l2&1 to show that c~ M is a polynomial in p.
We define wM, i=0 unless 0il1+l2 as a convention.
Thanks to Proposition 4.1, the system of equations for c~ M is reduced to
some system of equations for one variable functions [wM, i].
Notation 4.1. We put
\t (k)=2t\(u2)+k } z+(t) z&(t)
&1. (31)
Lemma 4.1. (1) If 0k2<r, then,
(l2&i ) wM, i=l2wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&l1 wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i&1 , (32)
z&(t) } +t (k2+1) wM, i&2k1 wM(&1, 0; 1, 0), i
=2l2wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&1&l2 z+(t) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i
&l1z+(t) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i&1+2l1wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i , (33)
(s&l2+1) wM, i&(s&l1) wM(0, 1; 0, &1), i&1
=(s&l2&i+1) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i+(l1&i+1) } (&z+(t)) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&1
+(2l1+l2&i&s+1) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&2 (1l2s+1). (34)
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(2) If 0k1<r, then
(l1&i ) wM, i=l1wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&l2 wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i&1 , (35)
z&(t) } &t (k1+1) wM, i&2k2 wM(1, 0; &1, 0), i
=2l1wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&1&l1 z+(t) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i
&l2z+(t) wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i&1+2l2wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i , (36)
(s&l1+1) wM, i&(s&l2) wM(0, &1; 0, 1), i&1
=(s&l1&i+1) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i+(l2&i+1) } (&z+(t)) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&1
+(l1+2l2&i&s+1) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&2 (1l1s+1). (37)
Proof. Straightforward. (We make a shift k2 [ k2+1 and l2 [ l2&1 in
(26) to obtain (34).) K
For convenience, we deduce some linear relations from the above equa-
tions.
Corollary 4.1. (1) If 0k2<r, 1l2s, then
i(s&i+1) wM, i=(s&l1) l2 wM(0, 1; 0, &1), i&1
+l1(s&l2&i+1) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i&1
+(l1&i+1) l2 } (&z+) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&1
+l2(2l1+l2&i&s+1) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i&2 . (38)
(2) If 0k1<r, 1l1s, then
i(s&i+1) wM, i=(s&l2) l1 wM(0, &1; 0, 1), i&1
+l2(s&l1&i+1) wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i&1
+(l2&i+1) l1 } (&z+) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&1
+l1(2l2+l1&i&s+1) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i&2 . (39)
(3) If 0k2<r, 1l2s, then
(l1+l2&i )(s+i&l1&l2+1) wM, i
=l1(s&l2) wM(0, &1; 0, 1), i+1+l2(s&2l1&l2+i+1) wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i
+(i&l1+1) l1 } (&z+) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i+l1(l2&s+i+1) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i+1 .
(40)
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(4) If 1k1r, 0l1s, then
(l1+l2&i )(s+i&l1&l2+1) wM, i
=(s&l1) l2 wM(0, 1; 0, &1), i+1+l1(s&l1&2l2+i+1) wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i
+(i&l2+1) l2 } (&z+) wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i+(l1&s+i+1) l2 wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i+1 .
(41)
Proof. Equation (38) (resp. (39)) is obtained by elimination of
wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i (resp. wM(1, &1; 0, 0), i) using (32) and (34) (resp. (35) and (37)).
Also, (40) (resp. (41)) is obtained by elimination of wM(0, &1; 1, 0), i&1 (resp.
wM(1, 0; 0, &1), i&1) using (32) and (34) with translation M  M(0, &1; 0, 1)
and i  i+1. (resp. (35) and (37) with M  M(0, 1; 0, &1), i  i+1). K
5. PERIPHERAL ENTRIES
Our next step is to show that wM, i is essentially a hypergeometric func-
tion of the variable t. We treat here first the peripheral entries: w(k1, 0; k2, 0), 0 ,
w(r, l; k, 0), 0 , w(k, 0; r, l ), 0 , w(r, 0; k, l ), l , w(k, l; r, 0), l . We discuss the general case in
Section 6.
Notation 5.1. Let 8(m1 , m2)=8(m1 , m2 ; u; t) be the unique solution
function in t for Riemann’s P-scheme
0 1 
P_m1+m2+24 &m1&m2+u4 0 m1+m2+24 &m1&m2&u4 &
(42)
m1+m2+2
4
+
m1&m2+u
4
&(m1+m2+1)
m1+m2+2
4
+
m1&m2&u
4
which is regular around t=1 with condition 8(m1 , m2 ; u; 1)=( r+sm1 )
&1. By
definition [10, Chap. X 10.7], 8=8(m1 , m2) is a solution of (see Nota-
tion 4.1)
(&t (m1+1) } 
+
t (m2+1)&4m1(m2+1) } z&(t)
&2) 8=0.
We also write 8(m)=8(m, r+s&m) for simplicity by dropping the
second index.
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Let us first assume that l1+l2=0.
Lemma 5.1.
w(k1, 0; k2 , 0), 0=c08(k1 , k2). (43)
c0 is a constant independent of k1 and k2 .
Proof. We write wk1; k2 :=w(k1, 0; k2 , 0), 0 . By (33) and (36) with
l1=l2=0, one has
+t (k2+1) wk1; k2+2k1z
&1
& w(k1&1; k2+1)=0, (44)
&t (k1+1) wk1; k2+2k2z
&1
& w(k1+1; k2&1)=0. (45)
By elimination, we see that wk1; k2 should satisfy
(&t (k1+1) } 
+
t (k2+1)&4k1(k2+1) z&(t)
&2) wk1, k2=0.
Since wk1; k2 is regular at 1, it is determined uniquely up to constant
multiple. Let :k1 :=wk1; k2(1). Then (44) and (45) say
{2(k2+1) :k1+2k1 :k1&1=02(k1+1) :k1+2k2 :k1+1=0, (46)
which means
:k1=c0 \r+sk1 +
&1
for some constant c0 independent of k1 and k2 . K
The other peripheral entries can be calculated as follows:
Lemma 5.2. (1) Let (M, i ) be one of
((r, l; k, 0), 0), ((k, 0; r, l ), 0), ((r, 0; k, l ), l ), (( k, l; r, 0), l )
with l>0. Then w=wM, i satisfies
(&=t (r+l+1) 
=
t (k+1)&4(k+1)(r+l ) z
&2
& ) w=0,
where ==+(resp. ==&) if w(r, l; k, 0), 0 and w(r, 0; k, l ), l (resp. w(k, l; r, 0), l and
w(k, 0; r, l ), 0).
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(2) Let c0 be the constant in Lemma 5.1. Then
wM, i={c08(r+s&k)c08(k)
if (M, i )=((r, l; k, 0), 0), ((r, 0; k, l ), l),
if (M, i )=((k, l; r, 0), l ), ((k, 0; r, l ), 0).
Proof. (1) We discuss the case k1=r, l2=0 and i=0 in detail. We
write k2=k and l1=l. Note that k2 is less than r since r+k2+l=r+s<2r
according to (6).
First, by (33), we have
z&(t) } +t (k+1) wM, 0&2rwM(&1, 0; 1, 0), 0=2lwM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0 (47)
with M=(r, l; k, 0). On the other hand, set k1=r&1, k2=k+1 in (35) to
obtain
lwM(&1, 0; 1, 0), 0=lwM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0 . (48)
Input (48) to (47) to eliminate wM(&1, 0; 1, 0), 0 ; then it follows
z&(t) } +t (k+1) wM, 0&2(r+l ) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0=0. (49)
Moreover set k2=k+1, l2=i=0 and k1=r&1 in (36). Then
z&(t) } &t (r) wM(&1, 0; 1, 0), 0&2(k+1) wM, 0=&l z+(t) } wM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0 .
By (48), the last formula is equivalent to
z&(t) } &t (r+l ) wM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0&2(k+1) wM, 0=0. (50)
Eliminate wM(0, &1; 1, 0), 0 in (49) and (50) to get
(&t (r+l ) } z&(t) } 
+
t (k+1)&4(k+1)(r+l ) z&(t)
&1) wM, 0=0,
which is also written as
(&t (r+l+1) } 
+
t (k+1)&4(k+1)(r+l ) z&(t)
&2) wM, 0=0.
Hence the case w(r, l; k, 0), 0 is done. The other cases are discussed similarly.
(2) We again consider the case wM, 0 with M=(r, l; k, 0). Note that
l+k=s. It is regular at t=1, and hence a constant multiple of
8(r+s&k, k). Put :k, l=wM, 0(1). Then if follows from (49) that
2(k+1) :k, l&2(r+l ) :k+1, l&1=0,
which is equivalent to
:k, l=(r+l )! } k! } r!&1 } (k+l )!&1 } w(r, 0; s, 0), 0(1).
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Using Lemma 5.1, we have
:k, l=c0 \r+sk +
&1
,
which proves the assertion. The other cases are computed similarly. K
6. REDUCTION TO DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
In this section, we write wM, i (t) as linear combination of hypergeometric
functions in t with polynomial coefficients in z+(t). We can determine the
transcendental parts, i.e., these hypergeometric functions completely. Thus
the problem of determination of wM, i is reduced completely to a system of
difference equations among the polynomial coefficients of these linear
expressions. Here is the main proposition of this section.
Proposition 6.1. (1) One has
wM, i=c0 } :
h
j=&h
Q(M, i, j; &z+) } 8(k1+l1+b(M, i )+ j ) (51)
with polynomials Qj=Q(M, i, j; &z+) in &z+ and the hypergeometric
function 8( } ) defined in Notation 5.1.
(2) Qj can be chosen independently of r, k1, and k2 .
(3) Furthermore the degree of Qj is h&| j | at most and it satisfies
Q(M, i, j; &z+)=(&1)deg Qj Q(M, i, j; z+).
Remark 6.1. We do not claim the uniqueness of the above expression
(51). The point here is the existence of one expression (51) for each wM, i .
We are ignorant about the linear independence of 8’s.
Since our proof is a rather complicated double induction, it is better to
introduce some more definitions and notations.
Notation 6.1. (1) For M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2), we put d(M )=l1+l2 , the
degree of M and h(M)=sup0id(M ) [h(M, i )], the height of M. Then
h(M )=lmin(M )=min(l1 , l2), d(M )&h(M )=lmax(M )=max(l1 , l2).
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(2) The index (M, i ) makes sense only for i satisfying 0id(M ).
For i outside this range, we define Q(M, i, j; &z+)=0.
(3) A bias b(M, i ) of (M, i ) is defined by
0 if ilmin (M),
b(M, i )={(sgn(l2 &l1)) } (i&lmin (M)) if lmin (M)<ilmax (M),l2 &l1 if i>lmax (M).
Remark 6.2. This terminology is derived from the graph of [(i, h(M,
i )) | 0id(M )].
Our proof is, so to speak, to write a ‘‘computer program’’ to define
Q(M, i, j ) recursively so that it will satisfy (51). It is done by double
DO-LOOP with control parameters d(M) and h(M, i ). The outside coun-
ter is d(M ) and the inside is h(M, i ).
We start with the initial step.
First Step. d(M )0, h(M, i )=0. In other words, one of i, l1+l2&i,
lmin is zero.
If d(M )=0, then Lemma 5.1 gives the answer. Suppose d(M)>0. Then
the following lemma assures that (51) is valid also in this case.
Lemma 6.1. For M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2), 0il1+l2 , we have the following.
(1) If i is either 0 or l1+l2 , then
wM, 0=c08(k1+l1), wM, l1+l2=c08(k1+l2).
Here b(M, 0)=0, b(M, l1+l2)=l2&l1 and Qj=$0j .
(2) If l1=0,
wM, i=c0 \l2i + 8(k1+i ) (0 il2)
with b(M, i )=sgn(l2&l1) } (i&lmin)=i, and Q0=( l2i ), and if l2=0,
wM, i=c0 \l1i + 8(k1+l1&i ) (0il1)
with b(M, i )=sgn(l2&l1) } (i&lmin)=&i, and Q0=( l1i ).
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Proof. We find recurrence relations among [wM, i] to reduce the
problem to Lemma 5.2.
(1) If i=0, the formulae (32), (35) of Lemma 4.1 read
l2 wM, 0=l2 wM(0, 0; 1, &1), 0 (k2<r), (52)
l1 wM, 0=l1 wM(1, &1; 0, 0), 0 (k1<r). (53)
Given M, we have either k1+l1<r or k2+l2<r. In particular either k1<r
or k2<r is valid. If k2+l2<r, we can use (52) to obtain
wM, 0=wM(0, 0; l2 , &l2), 0 .
According to (53), we have the recurrence relation
wM(0, 0; l2 , &l2), 0=wM(1, &1; l2 , &l2), 0= } } } =w(r, k1+l1&r; k2+l2 , 0), 0 .
Using Lemma 5.2(2), we have the desired formula
wM, 0=c08(r+s&k2&l2)=c0 8(k1+l1).
Similarly, if k1+l1<r we have
wM, 0=wM(l1, &l1; 0, 0), 0= } } } =w(k1+l1, 0; r, k2+l2&r), 0=c08(k1+l1).
The case i=0 is settled.
Next, if i=l1+l2 , then again from (32) and (35) we have
&l1 wM, l1+l2=&l1 wM(0, &1; 1, 0), l1+l2&1 (k2<r), (54)
&l2 wM, l1+l2=&l2 wM(1, 0; 0, &1), l1+l2&1 (k1<r). (55)
Note that given M, we have either k2+l1<r or k1+l2<r. If k2+l1<r,
then
wM, l1+l2=w(k1, 0; k2+l1, l2), l2=w(r, 0; k2+l1, k1+l2&r), 0
=c08(r+s&k2&l1)=c0 8(k1+l2).
Similar is the case k1+l2<r. Thus the statement (1) is proved.
(2) The case l1=0 or l2=0. If l1=0, the formulae (32) and (35) now
read
&i } wM, i=&l2 } wM(1, 0, 0, &1), i&1 (k1<r), (56)
(l2 &i) } wM, i=l2 } wM(0, 0; 1, &1), i (k2<r). (57)
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If k1+i<r, then (56) implies
wM, i=\ l2i + wM(i, 0; 0, &i ), 0 .
Here it is reduced to the case (1) of our Lemma. If k1+ir, one has
wM, i=
l2 ! (i&r+k1)!
i! (l2&r+k1)!
w(r, 0; k2 , l2&r+k1), i&r+k1 .
Since k2+l2&i<k2+l2&r+k1<r, we use (57) to get
w(r, 0; k2 , l2&r+k1), i&r+k1=
(l2&r+k1)!
(l2&i )! (i&r+k1)!
w(r, 0; k2+l2&i, i&r+k1), i&r+k1 .
Therefore we can utilize the case l2=i in Lemma 5.2(2) and hence
wM, i=c0 \ l2i + 8(r+s&k2&l2+i )=c0 \
l2
i + 8(k1+i )
as desired. The case l2=0 is also done by symmetry. K
Second Step. d(M )>0, h(M, i )>0. To begin with, we summarize a
notation useful to describe the case study of the second inductive step.
Notation 6.2. (1) First we define five subsets [A], [AH], [H],
[HD], [D] in the set
[(M, i ) | M # M (d ), d(M)s, 0<i<d(M )]
by
[A]=[(M, i ) | 0<i<lmin] (strictly ascending)
[AH]=[(M, i ) | i=lmin] (ascending or horizontal)
[H]=[(M, i ) | lmin<i<lmax] (horizontal)
[HD]=[(M, i ) | i=lmax] (horizontal or descending)
[D]=[(M, i ) | lmax<i<d(M )] (strictly descending).
Further we introduce another five more subsets.
[<]=[M | l1<l2], [>]=[M | l1>l2], [=]=[M | l1=l2],
[1]=[M | k1r, k2<r], [2]=[M | k1<r, k2r].
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For any [S], (S # [A, AH, H, HD, D]), [V] (V # [<, >, =]) and
[a] (a # [1, 2]), we denote the intersection [S] & [V] & [a] by [S*a].
(2) We define S*=[S*1] _ [S*2], [Sa]=[S <a ] _ [S
=
a ] _
[S >a ]. We also use a convention such as [S

a ]=[S
=
a ] _ [S
<
a ].
(3) We define the transposition tM of M # M (d ) by the substitution
k1 W k2 , l1 W l2 .
We also introduce a conjugation symbol for shift operation. If M*=
M(a, b; c, d ), M *=M(c, d; a, b)= t (( tM)(a, b; c, d )). In fact in our proof
we need only the following three types of shift:
M$=M(0, 1; 0, &1), M"=M(0, &1; 1, 0), M$$$=M(0, 0; 1, &1),
M $=M(0, &1; 0, 1), M "=M(1, 0; 0, &1), M $$$=M(1, &1; 0, 0).
(58)
The transposition of an equation means that (a) apply transposition on
the all coefficients on the equation symbolically, (b) take conjugation for
shift of indices. For example, (39), (41) are the transposition of (38), (40),
respectively.
Remark 6.3. We remark that if lmin=lmax , then AH=HD and that
[H=a ] is empty.
Now we discuss the double induction argument of the proof with respect
to d(M) and h(M, i ). According to the type of the pair (M, i ), it is divided
into the following four parts Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, and 6.2.4. Among
them, Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 cover the most case (in effect, Sections 6.2.3
and 6.2.4 will be found unnecessary; see Corollary 6.1).
6.2.1. Ascending and Horizontal Cases, I. Let (M, i ) # [A>1 ] _ [AH
>
1 ] _
[H>1 ], i.e., assume that l2<l1 , 0<i<l1=lmax and k2<r. Then applying
convention (58), we can use (38)
i(s&i+1) } wM, i=(s&l1) l2 } wM$, i&1+l1(s&l2&i+1) } wM", i&1
+(l1&i+1) l2 } (&z+) } wM$$$, i&1
+l2(2l1+l2&i&s+1) } wM$$$, i&2 .
Since heights and biases depend on the values of i, we need to calculate
them.
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Lemma 6.2. For h=h(M, i ), b=b(M, i ), heights and biases are
(1) h(X, i&1)=h&1, b(X, i&1)=b for X=M$, M$$$.
(2) (h(M", i&1), b(M", i&1))={(h&1, b)(h, b+1)
(il2)
(i>l2)
(3) (h(M$$$, i&2), b(M$$$, i&2))={(h&2, b)(h&1, b+1)
(il2)
(i>l2).
Proof. Direct calculation. K
Since d(M")=d(M$$$)<d(M ) and that d(M$)=d(M ), h(M$, i&1)<
h(M, i ), we can use the hypothesis of induction. Noting that
k1+l1+1, X=M$
k1(X )+l1(X)={k1+l1&1, X=M"k1+l1, X=M$$$,
we find that Qj=Q(M, i, j; &z+) should be inductively determined by the
equation
i(s&i+1) } Q(M, i, j )=(s&l1) l2 } Q(M$, i&1, j&1)
+l1(s&l2&i+1) } Q(M", i&1, j*)
+(l1&i+1) l2 } (&z+) } Q(M$$$, i&1, j )
+l2(2l1+l2&i&s+1) } Q(M$$$, i&2, j*&1) (59)
with
j*={ j+1j
(il2)
(i>l2).
The degree of Q(M, i, j ) is at most the maximum value of [h(M$, i&1)&
| j&1|, h(M", i&1)&| j*|, h(M$$$, i&1)+1&| j |, h(M$$$, i&2)+| j*&1|],
which is equal to h(M, i )&| j | as stated in the assertion. Moreover the
parity of the degrees which appear in the right hand side of (59) are the
same. Because of no appearance of r, k1 , k2 in the left, the proposition
holds for (M, i ) # [A>1 ] _ [AH
>
1 ] _ [H
>
1 ].
The proof of the remaining ‘‘ascending and horizontal’’ case (M, i ) #
[A<2 ], [AH
<
2 ] and [H
<
2 ], i.e., l1<l2 , i<l2 and k1<r is obtained by
the transposition of equations. All arguments follow exactly in the same
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way noting that the transposition of (38) causes j  & j in (59) . Conse-
quently Q(M, i, j ) can be determined by
i(s&i+1) } Q(M, i, j)=(s&l2) l1 } Q(M $, i&1, j+1)
+l2 (s&l1 &i+1) } Q(M ", i&1, j*)
+l1 (l2 &i+1) } (&z+) } Q(M $$$, i&1, j)
+l1 (l1+2l2 &i&s+1) } Q(M $$$, i&2, j*+1)
(60)
with
j*={ j&1j
(il1)
(i>l1)
in this case, which is directly derived from (39), and is also regarded as the
transposition of (59).
6.2.2. Descending and Horizontal Cases, I. Let (M, i ) # [D<1 ] _ [HD
<
1 ] _
[H<1 ] first. Then we utilize (40) to get
(d(M )&i )(s&d(M)+i+1) } wM, i=l1(s&l2) } wM $, i+1
+l2(s&2l1&l2+i+1) } wM$$$, i
+l1(i&l1+1) } (&z+) } wM", i
+l1(l2&s+i+1) } wM", i+1 .
Analogously as Lemma 6.2, we have h(M, i ) and b(M, i ) by
Lemma 6.3. For h=h(M, i ), b=b(M, i ), heights and biases are
(1) h(M $, i+1)=h&1, b(M $, i+1)=b+2.
(2) (h(M$$$, i ), b(M$$$, i ))={(h, b)(h&1, b&1)
(i<l2)
(il2).
(3) h(M", i )=h&1, b(M", i )=b+1.
(4) (h(M", i+1), b(M", i+1))={(h&1, b+2)(h&2, b+1)
(i<l2)
(il2).
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Since d(M$$$)=d(M")<d(M ) and that d(M $)=d(M ), h(M $, i+1)<
h(M, i ), we can use the hypothesis of induction. Noting that
k1+l1&1, X=M $
k1(X )+l1(X)={k1+l1 , X=M$$$k1+l1&1, X=M",
we can determine Qj=Q(M, i, j; &z+) by the equation
(d(M)&i )(s&d(M)+i+1) } Q(M, i, j )=l1(s&l2) } Q(M $, i+1, j&1)
+l2(s&2l1&l2+i+1) } Q(M$$$, i, j*)+l1(i&l1+1) } (&z+) } Q(M", i, j )
+l1(l2&s+i+1) } Q(M", i+1, j*&1) (61)
with
j*={ jj+1
(i<l2)
(il2).
The assertion for the degree and the parity is readily checked, hence the
proposition follows in this case.
By transposition, the assertions for (M, i ) # [D>2 ], [HD
>
2 ], and [H
>
2 ]
are also obtained. The equation for Q(M, i, j ) in this case is
(l1+l2&i )(s&l1&l2+i+1) } Q(M, i, j )=(s&l1) l2 } Q(M$, i+1, j+1)
+l1(s&2l2&l1+i+1) } Q(M $$$, i, j*)+l2(i&l2+1) } (&z+) } Q(M ", i, j )
+(l1&s+i+1) l2 } Q(M ", i+1, j*+1) (62)
with
j*={ jj&1
(i<l1)
(il1).
Remark 6.4. If (M, i ) is strictly horizontal, by Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2
above, Qj is already defined and found to be independent of k1 , k2
by induction for any k1 , k2 , since both k1 and k2 do not attain r
simultaneously.
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6.2.3 Ascending Case, II. Let (M, i ) # [A2 ] _ [AH

2 ]. We use (39)
with our convention
i(s&i+1) wM, i=(s&l2) l1 wM $, i&1+l2(s&l1&i+1) wM ", i&1
+(l2&i+1) l1 } (&z+) wM $$$, i&1+l1(l1+2l2&i&s+1) wM $$$, i&2 .
(63)
The height and bias in this case are calculated as
h(M $, i&1)=h(M ", i&1)=h(M $$$, i&1)=h&1, h(M $$$, i&2)=h&2,
b(M $, i&1)=b(M ", i&1)=b(M $$$, i&1)=b(M $$$, i&2)=b(M, i ).
We have also
k1+l1&1, X=M $
k1(X )+l1(X)={k1+l1+1, X=M "k1+l1 , X=M $$$.
These are confirmed to include the case l1=l2 (cf. Remark 6.5). From the
relation between the heights calculated above, we can deduce by the
hypothesis of induction
i(s&i+1) Q(M, i, j )=(s&l2) l1 Q(M $, i&1, j+1)
+l2(s&l1&i+1) Q(M ", i&1, j&1)
+(l2&i+1) l1 } (&z+) Q(M $$$, i&1, j )
+l1(l1+2l2&i&s+1) Q(M $$$, i&2, j ), (64)
which coincides with (60). This also tells us about Q(M, i, j )’s degree and
parity.
By transposition, the case for (M, i ) # [A1 ], [AH

1 ] is similar. The
equation to determine Q(M, i, j ) is exactly (59) in this case.
Remark 6.5. If k2<r, this is just the ascending and horizontal case I
excluding the case l1 {l2 .
6.2.4. Descending Case, II. Here we treat when M # [D2 ] _ [HD

2 ].
We have proved this when k2<r in descending and horizontal case I, and
when l1=l2=i in ascending case II. Otherwise we use (41), which becomes
(d(M )&i )(s+i&d(M )+1) wM, i
=(s&l1) l2 wM$, i+1+l1(s&l1&2l2+i+1) wM $$$, i
+(i&l2+1) l2 } (&z+) wM ", i+(l1&s+i+1) l2 wM ", i+1 .
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We also have for h=h(M, i), b=b(M, i)
h(M$, i+1)=h(M $$$, i )=h(M ", i )=h&1,
h(M ", i+1)=h&2, b(M$, i+1)=b&2, b(M $$$, i )=b+1
b(M ", i )=b(M ", i+1)=b&1,
k1(X )+l1(X )={k1+l1+1,k1+l1
X=M$, M "
X=M $$$.
In a similar way as Section 6.2.3, by hypothesis of induction, Q(M, i, j )
can be determined by the suitable equation derived from (41), which even-
tually coincides with (62). By conjugation, the equation for Q(M, i, j ) with
(M, i ) # [HD1 ] and [D

1 ] is exactly (61). Hence we finish the proof of
Proposition 6.1. K
For convenience, we collect the differential equations which define
[Q(M, i, j )].
Corollary 6.1. Retain the notation for indices M. Q(M, i, j ) is deter-
mined by one of the following formulae according to the case of (M, i ).
Case [A1][AH1][H>1 ].
i(s&i+1) } Q(M, i, j )=(s&l1) l2 } Q(M$, i&1, j&1)
+l1(s&l2&i+1) } Q(M", i&1, j*)
+(l1&i+1) l2 } (&z+) } Q(M$$$, i&1, j )
+l2(2l1+l2&i&s+1) } Q(M$$$, i&2, j*&1) (65)
with
j*={ j+1j
(il2)
(i>l2).
Case [A2][AH2][H <2 ].
i(s&i+1) } Q(M, i, j )=(s&l2) l1 } Q(M $, i&1, j+1)
+l2(s&l1&i+1) } Q(M ", i&1, j*)
+l1(l2&i+1) } (&z+) } Q(M $$$, i&1, j )
+l1(l1+2l2&i&s+1) } Q(M $$$, i&2, j*+1) (66)
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with
j*={ j&1j
(il1)
(i>l1).
Case [H<1 ][HD1][D1].
(l1+l2&i )(s&l1&l2+i+1) } Q(M, i, j )
=l1(s&l2) } Q(M $, i+1, j&1)
+l2(s&2l1&l2+i+1) } Q(M$$$, i, j*)
+l1(i&l1+1) } (&z+) } Q(M", i, j )
+l1(l2&s+i+1) } Q(M", i+1, j*&1) (67)
with
j*={ jj+1
(i<l2)
(il2).
Case [H>2 ][HD2][D2].
(l1+l2&i )(s&l1&l2+i+1) } Q(M, i, j )
=(s&l1) l2 } Q(M$, i+1, j+1)
+l1(s&2l2&l1+i+1) } Q(M $$$, i, j*)
+l2(i&l2+1) } (&z+) } Q(M ", i, j )
+(l1&s+i+1) l2 } Q(M ", i+1, j*+1) (68)
with
j*={ jj+1
(i<l1)
(il1).
Proof. All equations are already shown in the proof of Proposi-
tion 6.1. K
Remark 6.6. If neither k1 nor k2 attains r, Q(M, i, j ) may be deter-
mined in two ways. We have to check the compatibility. This is done in the
next section by an explicit formula of the polynomials Q(M, i, j ).
7. COMBINATORICS TO DETERMINE Q(M, I, J; &Z+)
Proposition 6.1 says that Qj should be an even or odd polynomial of
&z+ of degree h(M, i )&| j |.
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Notation 7.1.
Q(M, i, j; &z+)= :
m0
qm(M, i, j )(&z+)h&| j |&2m (69)
with constant coefficients qm(M, i, j ).
By comparison of the coefficients of (&z+)h&| j |&2m in the equations for
Q(M, i, j ) in Corollary 6.1, we have inductive difference equations for
qm(M, i, j ). The task is to calculate their solutions and to check the
consistency among them.
The solutions are sums of products of binomial coefficients. To describe
them, we have to prepare a generating function.
Notation 7.2. Put
f (a, b, c, d, e)= :
min(d, e)
n=max(0, d&a, e&b) \
a
d&n+\
b
e&n+\
c&1+n
n + ,
9(a, b, c)(x, y)= :
d, e0
f (a, b, c, d, e) xdye
for non-negative integers a, b, c, d and e. If either the defining sum of f is
empty or one of a, b, c, d, e is negative, we set f (a, b, c, d, e)=0.
Lemma 7.1. For non-negative integers a, b and c, one has
9(a, b, c)(x, y)=(1+x)a (1+ y)b(1&xy)c. (70)
Proof. Newton’s binomial theorem. K
This also tells us several relations between f (a, b, c, d, e)’s.
Lemma 7.2. One has
(b&c+1) f (a&1, b+1, c+1, d&1, e)
+(c&b+e&1) f (a&1, b+2, c+1, d&1, e)
=(c+1) f (a, b+1, c+2, d&1, e&1), (71)
(s&c+1)(c&a+d ) f (a, b, c, d, e)
=a(s&a+1) f (a&1, b+1, c+1, d&1, e)
+(b+c&s)(c&a+d) f (a+1, b, c+1, d, e&1)
+(c&a)(s&c&d&e+1) f (a, b+1, c+1, d, e)
+(s&2a&b+c)(c+1) f (a, b+1, c+2, d&1, e&1), (72)
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(s&c+1)(c&a+d ) f (a, b, c, d, e)
=(a+b&c+1)(s&a&b+c) f (a&1, b+1, c+1, d&1, e)
+(b+c&s)(c&a+d) f (a+1, b, c+1, d, e&1)
+(c&a)(s&c&d&e+1) f (a, b+1, c+1, d, e)
+(s&2a&b+c)(c&b+e&1) f (a&1, b+2, c+1, d&1, e). (73)
Proof. The equality (70) on 9(a, b, c) shows
(b&c+1) 9(a&1, b+1, c+1)+(c&b&1+ yy) 9(a&1, b+2, c+1)
=(c+1) y 9(a, b+1, c+2) (74)
and
a(c&a) x 9(a&1, b+1, c+1)+(b+1)(c&a+xx) y 9(a+1, b, c+1)
+(a&c)(xx+ yy) 9(a, b+1, c+1)
=(2a+b&2c+1)(c+1) xy 9(a, b+1, c+2). (75)
Rephrasing them with their coefficients, we obtain (71), (72) by (74), (75),
respectively, whose sum also deduce (73) directly. K
We state the last proposition to get Q(M, i, j ).
Proposition 7.1. Given h=h(M, i ), b=b(M, i ) we define
:m(M, i, j ) =
(s&h)! l1 ! l2 !
s! (h&| j |&2m)! ( |i&l1 |+ j++m)! ( |i&l2 |+ j&+m)!
,
;m(M, i, j )= f (s&l1&b, s&l2+b, s&h+1, j++m, j&+m).
with j\=(| j |\j )2. Moreover for every m, i and j, we put
qm(M, i, j )=:m(M, i, j ) } ;m(M, i, j ).
Then, Qj defined by (69) satisfy all the equations in Corollary 6.1.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Retain the notation for indices M (e.g.,
M $=M(0, &1; 0, 1), etc.) in Section 6. First we rewrite the recurrence rela-
tions in Corollary 6.1 to define Q(M, i, j ) in terms of their coefficients
qm (M, i, j ). After that, the sorites proceed case by case: (7.1) ascending,
(7.2) descending, and (7.3) horizontal. Among these cases, the strictly
horizontal case is subtle, because we have to handle this case separately
depending on the order of l1 and l2 .
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Notation 7.3.
$+=$+( j )={1,0,
j>0
j0,
$&=$&( j )={0,1,
j0
j<0.
(76)
We collect the necessarily equations which qm (M, i, j )’s should satisfy.
Lemma 7.3. If Q(M, i, j ) in Notation 7.1 satisfies the system of dif-
ference equations in Corollary 6.1, then qm (M, i, j ) should satisfy the follow-
ing.
Case [A1][AH1][H>1 ].
i(s&i+1) } qm(M, i, j )=(s&l1) l2 } qm&1+$+(M$, i&1, j&1)
+(l1&i+1) l2 } qm(M$$$, i&1, j )
+l1(s&l2&i+1) } qm*(M", i&1, j*)
+l2(2l1+l2&i&s+1) } qm**(M$$$, i&2, j*&1)
(77)
with j*= j+1 if il2 , j*= j if i>l2 , and with
m*={m&1m
(il2 , j0)
otherwise,
m**={mm&1
(i>l2 , j>0)
otherwise.
Case [H<1 ][HD1][D1].
(d(M )&i )(s&d(M)+i+1) } qm(M, i, j )
=l1 l $2 } qm&1+$+(M $, i+1, j&1)+l1(i&l1+1) } qm(M", i, j )
+l2(l $2&2l1+i+1) } qm*(M$$$, i, j*)
+l1(i&l $2+1) qm**(M", i+1, j*&1) (78)
with l$2=s&l2 , j*= j if i<l2 , j*= j+1 if il2 and with
m*={m&1m
(il2 , j0)
otherwise,
m**={mm&1
(i<l2 , j>0)
otherwise.
Together with other two relations which are the transposition of (77)
and (78), they are equivalent to the equations in Corollary 6.1.
Proof. Direct consequence of Corollary 6.1. K
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To prove Proposition 7.1, we have to show that Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 are
compatible.
7.1. Ascending Case
To prove Proposition 7.1 for ascending case, we prepare a lemma which
describes the relation between :m (M, i, j )’s. Note that we treat here only
when (M, i ) # [A1] _ [AH1], for the cases [A]2 and [AH2] can be
obtained by transposition.
Lemma 7.4. Put :=:m (M, i, j ). For (M, i ) # [A1] _ [AH1], one has
:m&1+$+(M$, i&1, j&1)=
(s&i+1)(l1+1)
l2 (l1+1&i+ j+m)
} :,
:m&1+$&(M", i&1, j+1)=
s&i+1
l1
} :,
:m(M$$$, i&1, j )=
(s&i+1)(i&| j |&2m)
l2 (l1&i+ j++m+1)
} :,
:m&1(M$$$, i&2, j )=
(s&i+1)(s&i+2)
l2( l1&i+ j++m+1)
} :. (79)
Proof. Immediate from definition. K
Rewrite (77) by ;m (M, i, j ), and we have the equivalent formula
i(l1&i+ j++m+1) } ;m(M, i, j )
=(s&l1)(l1+1) } ;m&1+$+(M$, i&1, j&1)
+(s&l2&i+1)(l1&i+ j++m+1) } ;m&1+$&(M", i&1, j+1)
+(l1&i+1)(i&| j |&2m) } ;m(M$$$, i&1, j )
+(2l1+l2&i&s+1)(s&i+2) } ;m&1(M$$$, i&2, j ). (80)
To deduce this from Lemma 7.2, we set a=s&l1 , b=s&l2 , c=s&i+1,
d=m+ j+ and e=m+ j& in (72). Then it becomes exactly Eq. (80). Note
that j++ j&=| j |, m&1+$++( j&1)+=m+ j+&1 here. Furthermore
f (s&l1 , s&l2 , s&i+1, m+ j+ , m+ j&) satisfies the transposition of (80)
because of the invariance of its value under the exchange l1 W l2 , j+ W j& .
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7.2. Descending Case
The proof is similar to the ascending case. We may assume (M, i ) #
[D1] _ [HD1] by symmetry. Lemma 7.5 replaces Lemma 7.4. Note that
h=d(M )&i in this case.
Lemma 7.5. Put :=:m (M, i, j ). If (M, i ) # [D1] _ [HD1], one has
:m&1+$+(M $, i+1, j&1)=
(s&h+1)(l2+1)
l1(i&l1+ j+m+1)
} :,
:m+$& &1(M$$$, i, j+1)=
s&h+1
l2
} :,
:m(M", i, j )=
(s&h+1)(h&| j |&2m)
l1(i&l1+ j++m+1)
} :,
:m&1(M", i+1, j )=
(s&h+1)(s&h+2)
l1(i&l1+ j++m+1)
} :. (81)
Rewrite (78) by ;m (M, i, j ). Note that m*=m&1+$& , j*= j+1 and
m**=m&1. Then we have
h } (i&l1+ j++m+1) } ;m(M, i, j )
=(s&l2)(l2+1) } ;m&1+$+(M $, i+1, j&1)
+(s&l1&h+1)(i&l1+1+ j++m) } ;m&1+$&(M$$$, i, j+1)
+(i&l1+1)(h&| j |&2m) } ;m(M", i, j )
+(l2&i&s+1)(s&h+2) } ;m&1(M", i+1, j ). (82)
This is exactly the formula (72) with letting a=s&l2 , b=s&l1 , c=
s&h+1, d= j++m and e= j&+m. The symmetry with respect to
l1 W l2 , j+ W j& implies the transposition of (78).
7.3. Horizontal Case
First we remark that since the statement in Lemma 7.4 is also valid for
(M, i ) # [AH=1 ], the argument of Section 7.1 can be applied and thus the
case [AH=1 ] is settled.
We treat the case (M, i ) # [H>1 ] _ [H
<
1 ] hereafter. The counterpart of
Lemmas 7.4, 7.5 is given as follows.
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Lemma 7.6. For m$=m&1+$+( j ), we have
Case [H>1 ].
:m$ (M$, i&1, j&1)=
(s&l2+1)(l1+1)
l2(l1&i+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ),
:m (M", i&1, j )=
i&l2+ j&+m
l1
:m(M, i, j ),
:m (M$$$, i&1, j )=
(s&l2+1)(l2&| j |&2m)
l2(l1&i+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ),
:m$ (M$$$, i&2, j&1)=
(s&l2+1)(i&l2+ j&+m)
l2(l1&i+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ).
Case [H<1 ].
:m$ (M $, i+1, j&1)=
(s&l1+1)(l2+1)
l1(i&l1+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ),
:m (M$$$, i, j )=
l2&i+ j&+m
l2
:m(M, i, j ),
:m (M", i, j )=
(s&l1+1)(l1&| j |&2m)
l1(i&l1+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ),
:m$ (M", i+1, j&1)=
(s&l1+1)(l2&i+ j&+m)
l1(i&l1+ j++m+1)
:m (M, i, j ).
Proof. It follows directly from the definition K.
By Lemma 7.6, we rewrite (77), (78) under Lemma 7.3 according to
(M, i ) # [H>1 ], [H
<
1 ], respectively.
i(s&i+1)(l1&i+ j++m+1) ;m(M, i, j )
=(s&l1)(s&l2+1)(l1+1) ;m$(M$, i&1, j&1)
+(s&l2&i+1)(i&l2+ j&+m)(l1&i+ j++m+1) ;m(M", i&1, j )
+(l1&i+1)(s&l2+1)(l2&| j |&2m) ;m(M$$$, i&1, j )
+(2l1+l2&i&s+1)(s&l2+1)(i&l2+ j&+m) ;m$(M$$$, i&2, j&1).
(83)
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(d(M )&i )(s&d(M)+i+1)(i&l1+ j++m+1) ;m(M, i, j )
=(s&l2)(l2+1)(s&l1+1) ;m$(M $, i+1, j&1)
+(s&2l1&l2+i+1)(l2&i+ j&+m)(i&l1+ j++m+1) ;m(M$$$, i&1, j )
+(i&l1+1)(s&l1+1)(l1&| j |&2m) ;m(M", i, j )
+(s&l1+1)(l2+i&s+1)(l2&i+ j&+m) ;m$(M$$$, i&2, j&1). (84)
To deduce (85) and (86) from Lemma 7.2, we need to manipulate the
formulae (71) and (73). From (71), we have
(b+1&e) f (a, b, c, d, e)&(b&c+1&e) f (a, b+1, c, d, e)
&c f (a+1, b, c+1, d, e&1)=0. (85)
Then c_(73)+(c&a+d )(s&b&c)_(85) yields
(b+1)(s&b)(c&a+d ) f (a, b, c, d, e)
=c(a+b&c+1)(s&a&b+c) f (a&1, b+1, c+1, d&1, e)
+(b+c&s)(c&b&1+e)(c&a+d ) f (a, b+1, c, d, e)
+c(c&a)(s&c&d&e+1) f (a, b+1, c+1, d, e)
+c(s&c&2a&b)(c&b&1+e) f (a&1, b+2, c+1, d&1, e). (86)
Here we set (note that the height in this case is l2 , l1 , respectively)
a=s&l1&l2+i, b=s&i, c=s&l2+1, d= j++m, e= j&+m.
(resp. a=s&i, b=s&l1&l2+i, c=s&l1+1).
Then (86) is identical to (83) (resp. (84)). Hence the all cases in Proposi-
tion 7.1 are proved.
8. MAIN RESULTS
We sum up the notation and state the main theorem.
Let ?4 be a middle discrete series representation with HarishChandra
parameter 4=[r&1, s+1; u] # 5III , and {={d the minimal K-type of ?4
with d=[r, s; u]. For a ({d , {d*)-matrix coefficient 8?, { , put
8?, { (a)= :
M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2) # M (d )
cM (a) fM
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with respect to the standard basis fk1 , l1 (resp. fk2 , l2) of {d (resp. {d*) and
fM= fk1, l1 fk2, l2 . Let 8(m1 , m2 ; u; t) be a Gaussian hypergeometric func-
tion defined by Notation 5.1 which is smooth at t=1 and normalized by
the condition 8(m1 , m2 ; u; 1)=( r+sm1 )
&1. Define :m (M, i, j ) and ;m (M, i, j )
as in Proposition 7.1. Put
qm (M, i, j )=:m (M, i, j ) } ;m (M, i, j ).
Define d(M)=l1+l2 , the height h=h(M, i ) and the bias b=b(M, i ) as in
Notation 6.1. Put M 7 =(r&k1 , s&l1 ; r&k2 , s&l2) for M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2)
and h 7 =h(M 7 , i ).
Theorem 8.1. In the above expression for 8?, { , the coefficient cM (a)
(M=(k1 , l1 ; k2 , l2) # M (d )) is given as follows.
(1) Suppose that d(M )s. Then
cM (a1 , a2)=c0 (&1)r&k1&l1 (sh(a1) sh(a2))s&d(M )
_ :
d(M)
i = 0
(ch(a1) ch(a2))&(r+s+2)2+d(M )&i \ rk1+ \
r
k2+ \
s
l1 + \
s
l2+
_ :
h
j=&h
(&1)h&| j | :
[(h&| j | )2]
m=0
qm(M, i, j ) \ch(a1)ch(a2)+
ch(a2)
ch(a1)+
h&| j |&2m
_8 \k1+l1+b(M, i )+ j, k2+l2&b(M, i )& j; u; \ ch(a1)ch(a2)+
2
+ .
(2) Suppose that sd(M )2s. Then,
cM (a1 , a2)=c0(&1)r&k1&l1 (sh(a1) sh(a2))&s+d(M )
_ :
d(M )
i=0
(ch(a1) ch(a2))&(r+s+2)2+2s&d(M )&i \ rk1 + \
r
k2+ \
s
l1+ \
s
l2 +
_ :
h7
j=&h7
(&1)h
7 &| j | :
[(h7 &| j | )2]
m=0
qm (M 7 , i, j ) \ch(a1)ch(a2)+
ch(a2)
ch(a1)+
h7 &| j |&2m
_8 \k2+l2+b(M7 , i )+ j, k1+l1&b(M7 , i )& j; &u; \ch(a1)ch(a2)+
2
+ .
Proof. (1) This is the case d(M )=l1+l2s, which we have been dis-
cussing in Sections 47. The formula for cM is obtained by composition of
these various reduction steps.
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(2) This is the case when sd(M)=l1+l22s, which we did not
discuss in detail. However for M7 , we have d(M7 )s and the equations
written in terms of [M7 ]M # M (d ) completely the same as for [M]M # M (d ) .
Thus we have the above expression of cM but with a possibly different
constant c0 from c0 in (1).
The equality of these two constant c0 ’s is shown by comparison of the
overlapped case d(M )=l1+l2=s. K
Remark 8.1. If l1+l2=s, then by the definition of 8?, { the value at
identity is
cM (1)=c0 (&1)k&l \ rk+ \
s
l+
r+s+1
r+1
(87)
with k=k2 , l=l1 . Considering the relation between the standard and the
dual basis [2, Proposition 3.9], we may choose c0=(r+1)(r+s+1) as
normalization.
Remark 8.2. Let M=(k, l, r&k, s&l ) be a diagonal entry. Then
cM (1, 1), the value at identity is computed in two ways (Theorem 8.1 and
Remark 8.1). For example, it should hold for 2l js&2l that
:
[(l&1)2]
m=0
:
l&1
i=2m
(s&l )! } (&2) i&2m
(i&2m)! {
;m (M, i+ j&l, l&i )
( j&l+m)! } (s&i& j+m)!
+
;m (M, l+ j&i, i&l )
( j&i+m)! } (s&l& j+m)!=
+ :
[l2]
m=0
(s&l )! } (&2) l&2m } ;m(M, j, 0)
(l&2m)! } ( j&l+m)! } (s&l& j+m)!
=\ sj + .
Though they are also confirmed numerically, we do not have an elementary
proof.
Remark 8.3. A discrete series representation with GK-dim 4 is (anti-)-
holomorphic. Its matrix coefficients with minimal K-type are essentially the
BergmanHua kernel, and their A-radial parts are Laurent polynomials in
the two independent entries of the matrices belonging to A. Meanwhile for
the large discrete series with GK-dim 6, we find the A-radial part of its
matrix coefficients with minimal K-type are represented by Appell’s hyper-
geometric functions in two variables of type F2 , similarly as the case of the
large discrete series of Sp(2, R) [8]. Thus at least heuristically we can con-
firm that the transcendency of the functions appearing in the matrix coef-
ficients of the discrete series varies naturally depending on the Gel’fand
Kirillov dimension of the representations.
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